Mystic Dreams

Mystic Dreams slots have five reels and 243-ways to win, with scatters that pay, up to 24x multiplier wilds, free
spins, and a 360,000-coin jackpot!
Mystic Dreams slot has three progressive multiplying wilds, totaling twenty-four-times regular payouts, when
you get all of them in a winning combination. Check out the bonus picture to the right.
Mystic Dreams slots Wagering.

There is a variety of bets to choose from, with the game’s default based on a 30-line game; coin sizes range
from 0.01 to 0.20 credits, and a choice of 1 to 5 coins per line.
The minimum and maximum wagers for each game or spin are 0.30 credits and 30.00 credits, with the
maximum bet of five coins per line selected.
Mystic Dreams online slots Pay Table.

The main character symbols in the game will have the highest payouts. For example; the Indian Chief pays
12,500 coins when five appear, and the White Buffalo pays 10,000 coins when five appear.
You may think the Chief and the Buffalo symbols are the highest paying symbols, but they are not. It’s the
Totem symbol that will pay the most when five appear; try 7,500 times your bet!
Mystic Dreams slots Wild symbol.

The Teepee symbol is the Wild for the game and it serves two purposes; substitution and a multiplier. The
Teepee symbol substitutes all symbols, including scatters:
The Teepee wild will appear on reels 2, 3, and 4 only.
2x payouts are awarded, when a wild is on Reel 2 in a winning combination.
3x payouts are awarded when a wild is on Reel 3 in a winning combo.
4x payouts are awarded when a wild is on Reel 4 in a winning combo.
Winning combinations with all three wilds will award a 24x multiplier for payouts!
Two or three wilds are progressive, and a higher multiplier is awarded depending on which reels the wilds
appear on during winning combinations.
Examples; wilds in winning combinations: Wilds on reels 2 and 3 will award 6x multiplied payouts. Wilds on
reels 2 and 4 will award 8x multiplied payouts. Wilds on reels 3 and 4 will award 12x multiplied payouts (see
bonus picture above).
Mystic Dreams slot Scatter symbol.

The Totem Eagle symbol is the Scatter and it not only awards big payouts, but also awards extra free spins when
more than three appear:
Totem symbol scatters appear on all reels and are duplicated by wilds.
Totem symbols will play and pay from the left-most reel adjacent.
Three or more Totem symbols will trigger Free Spins.
Three scatters award 750x the bet, 4 scatters award 3000x, and 5 scatters award 7500x the bet!
Mystic Dreams slots Free Spins.

Are triggered when three or more Totem symbols appear from the left-most reel adjacent. More than three
Totem symbol scatters will trigger more free spins:
20 Free Spins are awarded when 5 Totem scatters appear.
15 Free Spins are awarded when 4 Totem scatters appear.
10 Free Spins are awarded when 3 Totem scatters appear.
Play Mystic Dreams slot game to see if you get lucky enough to collect the 24x payouts!

